OVERVIEW

A precision health company

CT CoPilot

™

Challenge

Solution

The dramatic increase in radiologist workload is
driving the need to increase productivity and maintain
clinical confidence and diagnostic accuracy.

CT CoPilot™ is a radiologist productivity solution that
improves workflow efficiency, measurement accuracy,
and clinical confidence by providing consistent
views of head CT exams and automated quantitative
measurements.

CH A LLENGE

SOLU TION

BENEFIT

Variation in patient position
causes inconsistent slice
orientation

CT CoPilot™ automatically
registers and reformats head CT
images to a proprietary atlas

Standardized viewing of exams
without modifying workflow

Assessing change between
subsequent exams when
images are displayed in different
orientations

CT CoPilot™ co-registers current
and prior exams and generates
a subtraction series

Improved conspicuity of change
between exams allows for a
faster, more confident read

Interobserver variability and
inaccuracy when reporting
volumetric measures

CT CoPilot™ report quantifies
lateral ventricle and intracranial
volume, and midline shift index

Objective and reliable
quantitative metrics

Value Proposition

Key Differentiator

CT CoPilot™ seamlessly integrates into your existing
workflow to improve productivity, radiologist efficiency,
and enhance clinical decision-making.

Leverages machine learning to optimize radiologist
workflow for faster, more accurate reads.

CT CoPilot Workﬂow Automation
Automatic registration of head CT images
to an anatomical atlas to generate
aligned reformatted images for standard
viewing.
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Automatic co-registration and subtraction
of current to prior exams for improved
conspicuity of change over time.
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Automatic segmentation and
quantification of lateral ventricle volume,
intracranial volume, and midline shift index,
and reporting of change over time.

With CT CoPilot
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Without CT CoPilot
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Genetic Data

HealthLytix creates data analytics
solutions to provide comprehensive
insights into health status based
on genetics, quantitative imaging,

Health
Intelligence
Quantitative
Imaging

Other Medical
Information

www.healthlytix.com
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and other medical information.

